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BOLD BOARDS
HOMALLY
by La Tortillería
www.latortilleria.com
When researching the Homally project, Mexican
studio La Tortillería found that most people kept their
household products out of sight. "The idea was to turn
ironing boards into an 'ally for the home'," explains
Marlen Cavazos, designer at La Tortillería. He adds
that the project aimed to create playful, fun and bold
ironing boards that people would want to show off.
"Pop culture inﬂuenced every aspect of the
project," adds fellow designer Alejandra López.
"The monochromatic boards made of vibrant colours
really stand out in the scenes we created for the
photoshoot, and the clean and simple imagery
creates a powerful impact."
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The stationery that complements the
Homally campaign has clean and
contrasting elements.

Art for the campaign was inspired
by the textures developed for the
ironing boards.

A monochromatic photoshoot
shows products that 'live in the
Homally world'.

Playful photographs of everyday
objects experiment with bright
colours and textures.

Designs with vibrant colours and
textures make the brand dynamic,
and engage different types of user.
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MINIMAL MEASUREMENT
MATHIAS DAHLGREN EDITION
by Essen International
www.esseninternational.com
When creating a packaging solution to go hand
in hand with the premium products designed by
chef Mathias Dahlgren, retailer Dafra and Grand
Hotel Stockholm, Essen International imagined what
Dahlgren might create if he was a graphic designer.
"He always puts natural ingredients and taste at the
centre of his creations," says Essen International's
creative director Danny Jian. "We wanted to translate
that into graphic design." This 'visual translation' takes
the form of basic shapes, black-and-white colour
and typography in focus, with the functional side of
the kitchenware highlighted by the measurements.
"Of course, being a design agency with strong
Scandinavian roots, we are constantly inspired by
Scandinavian miniamlism and functionality," adds Jian.
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CONNECTING CREATIVES
JOIN UP & STAND OUT
by Room CR6 and Gwer
www.bit.ly/ca259-roomcr6
"This whole project is based
on people coming together or
joining up and producing work,
which helps them stand out," says
Paul Stayt, creative director of
RoomCR6, who collaborated with
illustrator Rutger Paulusse to make
the aptly named motion piece.
Stayt ﬁrst saw Paulusse's work on
Instagram and communicated with
him via email and Skype, before

coincidentally meeting him at
OFFF in Barcelona. "We wanted
to highlight how the internet helps
bring creatives together, no matter
where they are in the world," says
RoomCR6's other creative director,
Hashmukh Kerai. "The piece itself
highlights landmarks across the
world and connects them to the
isometric-style typography via
several lines and cables."
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STRONG BLEND
GLENFIDDICH EXPERIMENTAL
Hand lettering by Alison Carmichael
www.alisoncarmichael.com
A number of different creatives were
involved in designing the visual
identiy for Glenﬁddich's Experimental
Series; and Alison Carmichael was
tasked with creating layers of hand
lettering and illustration that would
tesselate together around the main
imagery. "The idea was to create
an authentic-looking image of a
thumbprint pattern, which was
made up entirely from handwritten
notes from the collaborators," says
Carmichael. "It was a labour of
love," she adds, "I love the metallic
retouching on the headlines, it's
been done so sympathetically."

TRAVELLING LETTERS
WANDERLUST ALPHABET
by Jack Daly
www.behance.net/jackdaly
When Jack Daly left his job as a full-time
designer to focus on his illustration career,
one of the things that appealed was
having the time to "indulge in little passion
projects." Wanderlust Alphabet is one such
project, with Daly illustrating letters of the
alphabet with cities he has visited and
their iconic landmarks. "These self-initated
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projects are pretty much a joy to do," says
Daly, "but ﬁnding the time to continue the
set has been tough, you'll notice I've only
got to E so far!" Daly hopes to continue the
set within the next couple of months, and
notes that he has made a point of exploring
different colour palettes for each letter,
which then feeds into his client work.
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STRIPED SERVICE
CADET RESTAURANT
by lg2boutique
www.lg2boutique.com
“The client wanted an understated design approach
for the identity of its second restaurant Cadet,” says
Élise Cropsal, graphic designer at lg2boutique. "The
co-owner of the restaurant, Mélanie Blanchette, had
an abstract idea of colour and direction, and she also
had a great name – 'Cadet',” Cropsal explains. But
it was lg2boutique who came up with the idea of
using the yellow stripe, which informs the understated
military feel of the design. “Throughout the design
and production process, we looked for solutions that
were simple and minimalist,” Crospal explains, adding
that the design complements Cadet's elegant food.
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TROPICAL TOUCH
NEOTANICAL NIGHT: SS16 COLLECTION FOR AKADE WEAR
Pattern design by Victor Moatti
www.victormoatti.com
Tasked with creating Akade Wear's spring/summer
collection, Victor Moatti aimed to create the retro feel
of patterns such as Hawaiian shirts and ‘80s summer
garments, but with modern techniques. He began by
designing the elements he wanted to include, before
deciding which shapes and colours matched best.

“A simple change in colour or orientation of an
element can change the whole thing, especially
with patterns,” says Moatti, who also had to consider
the 'wearable' aspect of the clothes. In the end, he
was pleased with the result: “The good thing about
designing a collection is seeing people wearing it."
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PERIOD PROGRESS
FÉMME
by Pearlfisher
www.pearlfisher.com
Chinese company Yoai approached Pearlﬁsher to
help it uproot ingrained perceptions and use the
power of branding and design to drive a cultural
change in the use of tampons of China. The Fémme
range uses a brand mark of a Chinese character
of womanhood, which is stylish, discreet and easily

recognised without overtly communicating the
concepts of tampon or period, and the beautiful line
illustrations educate consumers about how to use
tampons. “Fémme is a great example of how brands
can be a catalyst for change,” says Natalie Chung,
creative director at Pearlﬁsher.
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SEEING THE LIGHT
BLINDNESS
by Daniel Aristizábal and Carlos Garcia
www.bit.ly/ca259-blindness
Daniel Aristizábal and Carlos Garcia
were originally unsure about creating
the opening credits for design festival
Congreso 4GN. A less than informative
brief and short timescale had them
worried, but they eventually decided that
these elements could lead them to create

something really interesting. "We took
the darkness idea we were given, and
thought it would be a nice idea to use
light as a medium to uncover the story,"
says Garcia. "We used the speakers as
light bearers, who bring light to this
dark void through their knowledge."
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